I have learned to find sanctuary
in nature,
in jails,
in my home,
and in places
I had forgotten to look.
-Becca Stevens, "Sanctuary"
Put your WHOLEself in...
We carry our teenage selves--with hopes, dreams, and brokenness--into our work. I am still trying get folks to sing together. As an entrepreneur and pastor…

Greatest gift is to have the time and space to dream and to transform brokenness into compassion
#LOVEHEALS

Love that is specific, consistent, and relevant.

Before & After
...and you shake it all about!
Before & After

It’s the story of one woman told a million times over.
"Thistle Farms is a great example of how to be a mission with company, rather than a company with a mission…” (Forbes Magazine)

Justice Enterprise defines us well—our work force is our mission.
“Thank you for helping me save my own life.”
-Debbie, Survivor Leader

We move from hero to host in the healing circle.
Turn yourself around…
Wake up
Show up
Grow up
Clean up

Justice work is a non competitive sport, and it is not a solo sport—it is a communal journey.